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About This Game

You are a robot in an office building. You have to eat furniture and not get caught. A mysterious story unfolds.

Not The Robots is this year’s most exciting Roguelike Stealth Furniture Eating Simulator. It’s a game with random levels,
permadeath, and the goal of eating furniture - which is also your stealth cover.

A seven-building Campaign Mode of increasingly brutal (and fully procedural) levels

Fearsome machine-gun-equipped patrolling guards to avoid and trick

Spotlights, lasers, bombs, and other traps to sidestep

Tons of crafty gadgets to master

Contains an unlockable sequel to "You Find Yourself In A Room," a previous game from 2DArray

Short/medium/long game modes for play sessions of any size

Mysterious and fully-voiced storyline to gradually explain the game's strange setting
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Controller support

The year's most exciting furniture-eating stealth game!

About 2DArray

2DArray is previously known for web game hits like Company of Myself, Fixation, Fisher-Diver, and Spewer. This is their first
commercial game, supported by tinyBuild GAMES.

Follow @2DArray

About tinyBuild GAMES

tinyBuild GAMES is an indie game development and publishing company. No Time To Explain is their first game. It came out
of a successful Kickstarter and Greenlight adventure. They're currently working on a bunch of games:

 Co-developing SpeedRunners -- currently in Early Access on Steam

 Working with 3rd party devs on games like Not the Robots (live on Steam)

 Preparing to release Fearless Fantasy and other unannounced titles

 Unannounced super-secret in-house game

Follow @tinyBuild
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The game was very interesting at first sight and keeping busy in the beginning. But shortly latter, I felt something really
incomplete and insufficient compared to its price range games. Even simple teleport locomotion and interacting is many times
problematic in this game.

But the graphics and the way that the surrounding scene, things, women and posing gameplays, and puzzles are all kinda creative
attempt and It feels somehow a full piece of art. It has also a strange story by the way.

Yet, It was very far to make me patient enough to see the end of the game. For me, not worth the price.. Good for casual
gaming.. You don't really need these units to have fun with Empire, but they are good looking.. Between Me and the Night
originally drew me in based purely not only its presentation, but the general consensus of the games rating.

Things this game has going for it:

- Atmosphere; whether you're tiptoeing through the brooding halls of the school, moping from a bad set of luck in the
apartment, or curiously exploring your childhood home, this game at least gets its atmospheres done well with good sound
design and art style.

- Art Style; nice clear cut lines with waves and strokes overall forming a nice image. A nice colour palette compliments the
games implied points.

- Soundtrack; whilst very limited, the soundtrack plays where it matters most, and is generally welcomed during the seldom
times it does play, be it the chilling pieces during encounters, or even the sombre main menu.

Things the game doesn't have going for it:

- Gameplay; heavily leaning on point and click adventure with some puzzle elements, there were multiple occasions where I
became frustrated with the overwhelming array of useable items, most it seems which have no value or use at all other than to
persuade the player to experiment. The school section is the largest offender by far here. Some of the puzzles are logical, whilst
at other times I disappointedly had to refer to a guide. There are times too when you must avoid particular 'enemies', which soon
become more of a hassle then a genuine threat. The forced combat levels are a chore; combat is seriously lacking, and there's
almost no actual need to block any incoming strikes (I took about 10 direct hits and my character didn't die, and in the nature of
this game, I'd say that's enough to kill the character.). They are completely straightforward and seem to only serve as symbolism
as maybe personal growth.

- Game length; Following everything to the letter, you can have this game done in an hour, maybe a bit more. $15 is a steep
asking price for something with not a whole lot of content to offer. Especially when most of your play time comes from trying
to find a use for every single item you are capable of picking up.

- Plot; I'll be straightforward here, the plot is nothing short of vague and perhaps pretentious. From my understanding this is
supposed to represent the developers personal experiences, hinted at by means I won't discuss. Without knowing this however,
the game tries to communicate to you a greater sense of value, and I think it fails in a sense because of the very nature of its
gameplay. One goes looking for significance in places it does not exist.

Overall Verdict:

I can only honestly recommend this game at a heavy discount. Whilst I can appreciate the effort and intentions behind this
game, I unfortunately cannot recommend playing it. Between the mix of frustrating gameplay elements, confusing, almost non-
existant plot, and very inflated sense of self impression, I can only say this game is a rather bold attempt to make a game with
required deeper sense of understanding, but it falls short with frustrating gameplay, short game length, and when considering
everything... a very demanding price.. hey im matt and im gay, this is why i play this game.. Far from perfect. The framerate is
all over the place and some of the systems are a bit broken. I don't care a bit for the militia system or the constantly respawning
enemy patrols. The lack of ammo and weapons due to really low drop rate is silly. However all of these things can be tinkered
with quite easily in the games json files and immediately the game becomes a lot more enjoyable. In my case i increases the
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drop rate of ammo and weapons and decreased milita training time along with the milita strength.

All in all it is still a pretty basic turn-based action game. There is nothing special about if however if you enjoy the genre then it
is well worth a try if you can pick it up for a cheap price. I have only played a bit of the older Jagged Alliance games though so
look elsewhere for comparisons to those.. The school bus has the jump drive from Homeworld.
10\/10 would go to THAT school.. I have to be honest, its definately not what I thought it was gunna be. Though it definately
had many alternate storylines that were very refreshing and felt like it brought something new to the genre. If you want
something wholesome and worth spending your money on and you like these types of games I would definately recommend this
game. It was wonderful from start to end and it was a joy to play. Thank you so much for making this game :). Somebody needs
to explain to the devs that 'campaign' and 'challenge mode' are supposed to be two separate game elements.

When I play a game's campaign mode, I expect story and a gradual ramping up of difficulty that lets me learn the game and
develop my own approach to things. That is not what you get with the Forts campaign. Even on easy the campaign requires you
to complete skill challenges in each map to earn enough points to progress. Not quick enough? Don't have perfect aim? Don't
quite know a game mechanic fully yet? You'll be forced to replay the same campaign levels over and over again until you hit
enough skill challenges to progress. Maybe that's fine for completionists or highly competitive gamers, but historically a game's
campaign mode is supposed to be a mode that's geared more towards casual gamers and those who mostly just wanna go at their
own pace.

If your focus is multiplayer or unlocking achievements then Forts' campaign is probably right up your alley. If your focus is on
an enjoyable single-player experience you will walk away frustrated and weary of this game.
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Very fun game, with some impressive environments. I had a good time playing it.. This game is hard! It's definitely a fun
challenge. If you like difficult platformers this game is definitely one you should check out. Don't forget to grab a controller.
The controls are great, the graphics are clear and easy to understand, and the difficulty ramps up right as you start to feel like
you've got the hang of it. Be warned, if you fail in front of a friend they're almost guaranteed to make a joke about you were
'Almost There.'. solid if not simpole mechanics, and a lack of depth that wont keep you through the mini games\/challenges that
are there\/ city is an empty shell and could use some life..little more time in the oven and this could be a gem.. Brillaint.
Sweet recorder that works with all my games.

9/10. Great and cheap indie game that has a great writing style! It is short but finding all of the different endings will take some
time. I like the concept as well but I felt as if there should have been a bit more mystery to it (such as not labeling the father as
the murderer at the start). You can check out my video below if you want to see how the game runs/works.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mqetn-a4h0M. Great game for the money. Nice way to spen some down time relaxing.
Really good for this price
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